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SPCA Certified Celista Springs Ranch provide nursing mothers (sows)  
with comfortable bedding and lots of space. They also let their pigs  
play outdoors.

Most pig farms are dimly lit, 
crowded and pigs have no  
outdoor access.

     Pigs are dirty: False. Pigs are actually one of the cleanest animals.  Sometimes you see pigs in mud. They go into mud or water only to keep cool because they don’t have sweat glands like people.

True or false? Pigs can bark? True. When pigs are startled they make a loud, deep barking  sound. In a big barn of pigs if one barks it sets off a chain reaction and you’ll hear a chorus of barks throughout the barn (and a cloud of dust).

               But that is only the normal weight that a pig goes to market. Pigs   continue to grow up to 700 pounds as fully grown adults!

PeT Pigs? Would pigs make good pets? Not really. Even though they are smart,  pigs grow extremely large. In fact, a typical cute little piglet goes from three pounds to 250 pounds in just six months!

Since pigs are largely kept as food animals, people know more about what makes dogs happy. But 
pig experts learn what makes pigs happy by giving them choices and observing their behaviour, such as 
where they would like to lie down. In one experiment, sows (mother pigs) were offered the choice between a metal 
cage with a concrete floor, where they are unable to turn around (which is how they are normally kept on most pig 

farms), or a pen with bedding that gives them a warm place to curl up in. Guess which one they choose? The 
comfortable pen. 

In another study, pigs were given the chance to switch the lights on or off in the barn. Turns out pigs 
like more light than they normally get in barns. On most conventional pig farms, pigs are kept in dimly 

lit barns except for feeding and cleaning times. Many barns have few, if any windows. By knowing 
what pigs like, farmers can provide better care to meet their physical needs (food, water and 

housing) and their emotional needs (what makes pigs happy and more comfortable).

Like their wild relatives, pigs love to explore and “root” around – meaning they use their snouts 
to dig for food. Yet pigs raised for food are normally kept in barns in pens on concrete floors. 
This can be frustrating for the pigs. This is why some farmers, like SPCA Certified pig farmers, 
provide digging material for their pigs – either in the barns or by letting them outside. On the 
SPCA Certified Celista Springs Ranch, all pigs get to experience the outdoors. 

Currently, observing pig behaviour and studying the choices pigs make is one of the only ways 
we can know what pigs are thinking and feeling. But what if we could talk to pigs? Dr. Curtis is now 

focusing on teaching pigs sign language. He hopes to teach pigs to associate pictures with words. 
The idea is to build a “vocabulary” so pigs can communicate in ways people can better understand. 

Why? According to Dr. Curtis, “Well, for starters we could ask them what kind of pens they prefer.”

Some people say pigs are smarter than dogs. That’s hard to know for sure but they are among the most intelligent, 
curious and outgoing of all animals. They learn quickly and can solve problems. For example, by watching farmers 
open and close their pen gates, pigs can figure out how to unlock their pen doors. Once out, some will open other 
pen doors to let more pigs out.

In France, pigs are trained to help people dig for truffles, a highly prized, expensive fungus (like 
a mushroom) that grows underground. The pigs sniff them out and using their powerful but 
sensitive snouts, dig up the precious fungi without bruising them.

They are so clever they can even play video games. That’s right! Pig scientist 
Dr. Stanley Curtis, says that pigs have an amazing ability to learn and 
remember. He tested this out by creating a video game for pigs to play. 
Using their noses, pigs were taught to control a modified joystick to  
play the game. 

Using M&Ms and Skittles as rewards, the pigs had to move 
the computer cursor to match drawings they saw on the 
screen. As they got better at recognizing the images they 
got quicker and received more candy. Sweet trick! 
In just five to ten tries they figured the game out 
– as quickly as 
chimpanzees.

But are pigs 
smarter than dogs? 
According to experts you 
can’t really compare two 
different species of animals 
directly. Each is smart at 
different tasks. Pigs use their 
noses to do a lot of tasks – to 
push objects or dig. Dogs 
use their mouths more.  
Both, however, have a 
similar range of feelings and 
emotions.
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